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Case Study - Yammer integrated in Blended Learning for 

Literacy 

Target Group 

Beginners (A0 - A1) Dutch as a Second Language Students with little or no 

formal education and either no or basic digital skills. 

Objective  

Learn about the library in your own town. 

Overview 

Yammer is a digital application that can be used inside and outside the 

classroom. Using every-day topics as teaching material, like the library, students 

can practise reading and writing and communicate with the teacher and other 

students. 

Step by Step Guide 

Preparation 

 For students with no or little digital experience the student Yammer accounts 

are set up by the teacher. 

 

 Each student Yammer account is set up using an email from the learning 

institution’s domain, which provides security. 

 

 The teacher makes a closed group on Yammer with the accounts of students 

who will contribute. The teacher will also be the administrator of this group. 

 

 Students have their first ‘Yammer-lessons’ in the classroom. 
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 During lessons at the school students 

have become familiar with the library.  

On a visit to the library they also got a 

tour by the librarian. For example, 

they were introduced to the different 

symbols that are used in the library. 

After that, they had an evaluation and 

an assignment in the classroom. 
 

Activity 

 Online: 

 

Yammer screen on computer and laptop 

 Assignment in Yammer by the teacher: a picture with a question 

 

The teacher asks: ‘Take 

a look at this picture. 

Where is this woman?’ 

The answer in Dutch 

should be: 

Deze vrouw is in de 

bibliotheek (= This 

woman is in the library.) 

 

 

Kijk  eens  naar  deze  foto. 

 

 

 

 
Waar  is  deze  vrouw? 

 

Large print book 

 

Read out 

 

Animals 

 

Erotica 

 

Familie novel 

 

Fairytales 

 

Historical histories 

 

Excitement and 
adventure 

 

Horror stories 

 

Humor 

 

Detective 

 

School 
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 Answers from the students 

SZ can’t remember 

the word bibliotheek 

but knows it has 

something to do with 

lees boek 

(= reading book). 

 

YA replies with a 

short sentence, with 

no capitals, salutation 

or closing. 

The word bibliotheek 

is spelled correctly! 

 

 

ID makes quite a 

sentence, with 

capitals, salutation 

and closing! 

The word biliotheek is 

used, but spelled 

incorrectly. 

 

 

SZ reacts to ID’s 

answer, almost 

remembering the word 

bibliotheek. 

 

 

 

 

YY also responds, 

encouraged by the other 

students. 

  
 
de vrouw is in de lees boek 

SZ 

 
 
H allo Best Jonneke  
die vrouw is in de biblautek 

Groetje van Idiatou . 

ID 

 SZ 
 
deze vrouw is in de bbteek 

SZ 

 YY 

 
Hallo Jonneke? 

Hoe gaat het met Jou . 
en met mijn goed  
Groetjes van yasmin. 
Dit vrouw si in bibhtoteek 

YY 

 
 
ze is in bibliotheek 

YA 
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The right answer, bibliotheek, gets closer and closer. 

 

 

 

The teacher responds 

to the answers that 

were given in Yammer 

by the learners. 

 

She makes the 

learners note that a 

new question on 

Yammer is coming up. 

 

 

 

The follow-up is an evaluation of this conversation in the classroom. 

 

Evaluation in the classroom: 

 

 

Learners look at the logo from the library of Oosterhout on the Smartboard in 

the classroom. 

The teacher asks the following question: 

 

 Welk woord schreef je bijna goed? (=Which word did you almost write 

correctly?) 

 

  bibliotheek (=library) 

 

The class reads this word and the pronunciation is practised. 

 

 

 
Ja, dat klopt: 
De vrouw is in de bibliotheek. 
 
De vrouw is in de bibliotheek van Oosterhout. 
De naam van de bibliotheek is: Theek5. 
 
Ik heb nog een vraag aan jullie. 
Die vraag schrijf ik in een nieuwe brief op 
Yammer. 
 
groetjes, 
Jonneke 
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 Welk woord kan je ook schrijven? (What word can you also write?) 

 

  ‘Theek 5’  (the name of the library in Oosterhout) 

 

The teacher then repeats the question: 

 

 Waar is de vrouw? (=Where is this woman?) 

 

An oral round of possible answers of learners follows. 

Some variations from the classroom to the board: 

 

o De vrouw in theek 5 (= the woman in theek 5) 

o De vrouw is in theek 5 (= the woman is in theek 5) 

o De vrouw is bij theek 5 (the woman is at theek 5) 

Welke klinkt het mooist? (=Which sounds best?) 

 

 The teacher posts a new assignment: 

 

 

 

 

The learners can 

easily go to the 

website of the 

library, by clicking 

the link in the post. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (Translated from Dutch) 
 

The library gets a new address. Look on the 
internet: 
 
https://www.theek5.nl/iguana/?surl=Oosterhout 
 
Read the information on the internet. Can you 
answer the following questions: 
 
What is the new address of the library? 
 
What are the opening hours of the library on 
Wednesday? 
 
What are the opening hours of the library on 
Saturday? 
 
Regards, 
Jonneke 
 

https://www.theek5.nl/iguana/?surl=Oosterhout
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 Answers from a learner: 

YY has written her 

answer as a reply to a 

letter from the ICT 

teacher, so in the 

wrong place. 

Practice in the 

classroom will be: 

Find the original letter 

and click [reply to] ... 

 

 New reply from the teacher 

  

  

  

  

  

  

 YY is using an 

abbreviation in her 

reply. ‘M.I.V.’, which 

means ‘met ingang 

van’ (= as from). 

  

 The teacher asks her 

for the meaning of the 

abbreviation. She 

invites her to make 

contact with another 

learner who will know 

the answer, using 

Yammer. 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 YY(Translated from Dutch) 
 
M.I.V. 29 nevember. Torenstraat 8 
4901EJ Oosterhout. 
Wednesday 10.00 20.00hrs. 
Saturday 10. 1700hrs. 
 

YY 

(Translated from Dutch) 

Hello YY 

 

You have read correctly on the internet. 

The new address is Torenstraat 8. 

 

The time is also right. 

Wednesdays and Saturdays the library is 
open at 10:00. 

Wednesday, the library will close at 20:00. 

Saturday, the library will close at 17:00. 

 

You also can read M.I.V. November 29th. 
What does M.I.V. mean? 
YA knows it. 
Find the name of YA right of the screen. 
Click on the name of YA. 

 

Ask YA a question about M.I.V. 
 
Success, 
Jonneke 
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 The learners can respond to the teacher and/or to other learners, any time 

they want, at school or at home. 

 

 They can see that even other learners, who they often see as ‘better 

educated’, make mistakes and they gain more self-confidence. 

 

 There is a regular evaluation in the classroom about the assignments, 

about the answers and about spelling, grammar and practising difficult 

words. 

 

Differentiation 

 The learners can respond in a post at their own level of writing. 

 

 Learners with more digital skills can add photos or documents to their 

posts, in this example, the flyer from the library. 

 

 Learners can work together in peer-groups, in which they can learn from 

each other. 

 

 The teacher can add photos and sounds to the post, to make it more 

‘readable’. 

 

 To differentiate and increase the level of digital skills needed, it is possible 

to work with some learners only at school, while others can also work on 

Yammer at home, on their own computer, laptop, tablet or smartphone. 

 

 As Yammer is only accessible through internet, some learners are not able 

to work at home. They should practise more at school. 

 

 

Tips for getting it right 

 Guidelines for Yammer: The teacher should be trained to use Yammer. 

The application has many possibilities, which are not all used in the 

beginning. 

For example; posts can be placed in different ways, for all to see or just for 

one person. The teacher should be aware of these options, so no post will 

get lost. 
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 Accessibility: Although Yammer works 24/7 (!), teachers and students do 

not! 

The group should discuss this matter together, so nobody will get 

disappointed when a response takes some time. 

 

 Your own device: Some students want to work with Yammer on their own 

device. School should provide internet at school for students who bring 

their own device. 

 

 Internet literacy: Yammer is only accessible through the internet. Within 

the lessons at school, there should be teaching on ‘internet literacy’ and 

the do’s and the don’ts when using internet. In the closed Yammer group 

everybody’s privacy will be safe, but it’s only a small step to the World 

‘Wild’ Web. 

 


